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Fossil fuels now supply over 95 percent of the U.S. commercial energy, 
and, even with a maximum errort to develop alternatives, the bulk of our 
curnlilulive requircments between now and the end of the century will have 
(0 be met hom oil, gas, and coal resOUl'ces . Nuclear, geothermal, and most 
other alternative forms of energy are restricted to a few specific uses, such as 
the generation of electricity. Consequently, fossil fuels cannot be replaced in 
many uses even after we have developed practical technologies to produce 
energy from other sources. 

Major changes in energy supply patterns have historically taken place at a 
very slow pace. The process of establishing technical and economic advan
tages of new sources and replacing previous consuming equipment has 
extended the period of changeover in the energy system to as long as 50 
years. There has been a serious cHort to promote the use of nuclear fis~ion for 
25 years, and in J 971 it still accounted for less than one percent of the tot,il 
U.S. energy supply. 

1n this decade (and beyond) the problems relating to the supply and usc 
of fossil fuels will dominate energy policy considerations. Before the year 
2000, nuclear and other alternative sources will begin to make sigl:Iificant 
contributions to total energy, but it will be many years before they can help 
appreciably in alleviating the busic problems of energy systems dependcnt on 
fossil fuels. 

Prospects forAlternCitives 

Positive contributions of nuclear and other non~conventionllJ sources in
clude (1) the lessening of our dependence on importeq fuels, (2) conserving 
depletable oil and gas resources, and (3) easing adverse environmental im
pacts, especially in air pollution. But to gain national support, each of the 
alternatives will also have to demonstrate a significant capacity to provide an 
economic source of energy supply over a relatively long period of time. Its 

. contribution to future sllpplies mllst be large enough to justify expenditures 
for R&D and other costs of introducing the technology. Finally, .we must be 
able to keep environmental costs, peeuliat' to the source, with.in reasonable 
bounds. 

If safety and environmental issues arc satisfactorily resolved, nuclear 
energy has the best prospect of meeting all these performance critcrin. It is 
the only alternative source capable of making a significant contribution in the 
near term. Furthermore, as part of an on-going process of technological de-
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- velopmcnr-leadin-g- tD bre-e-de-c re,1clbrs and eve-ntually to- fusIOn, nuclear 
energy has a potential for long-range replacement of fossil fuels. 

Geothermal energy has proven practical at a few ideal sites, and there are 
widely varying estimates of the potential contributions of geothermal energy 
elsewhere. Prospective areas have not been extensively explored, first, be
cause the promising locations lie outside of the sedimentnry regiolls more 
thoroughly drilled for other purposes, and, secondly, because mallY potential 
sites are on public lands and had not bcen open for geothermal lease and 
development. 

The Geothermal Steam Act of 1970 authorizcs the Secretary of the 
Interior to grant geothermal leases on public lands, and some states includ
ing California, Oregon, and Colorado have moved to facilitate geothermal 
development. Exploration and technical development encouraged by these 
new provisions may provide a much better basis for estimating geolherillal 
potentials in the next few years. 

There also are some environmental problems with geothermal exploita
tion but these are probably manageable without too much addition to costs. 
Special provisions are necessary to prevent contaminants present in the 
natural steam or hot water from escaping into the air or water systems. A 
natural geothermal area to be of use depends on the simultaneous occurrence 
of heat, a suitable geologic trap, and a source of water supply. The natural 
occurrence of high quality steam adequate for power generation is rare, and 
geothermal sources more commonly generate hot water. Processes have been 
developed, however, to use hot watcr by flashing it to steam suitable for a low 
pressure steam turbine or by transferring heat from hot water to some other 
tluid which in turn could be used to drive a vapor turbine. 

Suggestions have also been madc for utilizing dry gcothermal gradicnts 
and pumping water into the formations to recover the hcat. It would be 
possible to use small nuclear explosives to augment natural geothennal 
systems or to develop new systems artificially by large underground detona
tions. It is dilTIcult to evaluate the potential of such an approach or to fore
see its technical and political limitations, but studies indicate that an 
impressive amount of geothermnl energy might be developed with nuclear 
techniques. 

Solar energy, although huge in potential, is Iimitcd in application because 
of its low intensity and its interruptibiJity. Successful applh.:ation requires 
further developmcnt on methods of collecting, concentrating, and storing 
direct energy from the sun. Research on solar systems, especially those in
volving solnr cells, has been strongly space-oriented but they may have other 
applications. 

An idea proposed by Peter E. Glaser involves collection of solar electric 
power in space and its conversion to microwave energy at a satellite station 
for transmission to earth. Although the problems of conversion, transmission, 
assembly, and maintenance for such a scheme are formidable, and not feas
ible with clIrrent technology, it could ultimately lead to a reliable system 
cssentially free of dctrimental cIlvironmcntal ell'ects. 
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-- A less exotic so ar-electric system ( esigned-by Aden and Marjorie Meiriel 
concentrates on the ellieient collection of solar energy on the earth's surface. 
The key to success lies in the materials for the collectors, specifically the 
highly selective coatings that facilitate absorption of solar radiation and limit 
reemissionlosses. The colIeeted heat would be used to drive a conventional 
~tearn turbine for the gcneration of clectricity. At this stage, the system would 
be slIbject to the salTle problems of elticiency and environmental thermal dis
charges nssociatcd with other power systems. 

With current technology, solar energy is most readily adaptable to resi
uctltial lI SC. At least in some climates solar space heat should now be pro
muted as it supplementary energy source. This may be a rational policy in 
many other areas if its potential benefits in terms of environmental ad van
tnges c.ould be factored into the economic equation. Greater attention in 
building design to take advantage of solar heat in winter and to shield against 
the elTects of the summer sun should also be actively promoted whether or 
not the home owner is depending on the sun as a prime energy source. 

Schemes have been advanced for auxiliary solar devices for use in indus
trial applications. The capital costs involved in designing and constructing 
solar concentrators for separate application raise serious questions on the 
economics of these schemes. However, the problems of interruptibility and 
unfavorable economics of solar energy alone may be overcome by ingenious 
combinations of solar and other power sources. For example, solar powcred 
topping units have been suggested for geothermal electric gcnerating stations. 
If solar concentrators could be uscd as superheaters, hot water or low quality 
steam from Illany geothermal sites in Pacil1e Coastal and Rocky Mountain 
states might be developed to Illeetthe powcr needs of spccific arcas . 

Specialized operations bascd on geothermal, solar, wim), tidal, and othcr 
renewable sources may be feasible only where conditions ,\I'e cxceptionally 
favorable. Projects to develop sources that meet environmcntal critcria 
should be regarded as opportunities, but they will often be by-passed unless 
there is some way of offsetting the preferences for the established commcrcial 
energy supplies. If thcse specinlized or minor sources nrc to have any measur
nble impact on total supply, there Illust be an active promotional policy of 
encouragement perhaps with Governmental participation or through tax 
preferences 01' subsidies. Such projccts will often require unique equip
ment, such ns the specialized turbines for geothermal or for tidal projects. 
The unique characteristics of the undertakings make them vulnerable to 
competition in the mass market. Their development and viability, therefore, 
ilre dependent upon nn overt recognition of sliperiority in terms of environ
Illental impacts. 

As our most accessible and richest t'ossill'csources nrc dep-Ieted and we arc 
forced to exploit lower-yielding materials, such as oil shales, the lllllollnts of 
waste gcnerated will accelerate. This will increase the comparative value of 
the continuous or renewable forms of energy. Sources sllch as solar, wind, 
tidal, and hydro-power can be harncssed, largcly without rcturning materials 
ill the form of waste to the cllvirolllllcllt. On thc otlwr hand, caeh has its own 
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environmental impacts, if only that of occupying space, altering patterns of 
land use, or affecting the natural status of water bodies. 

General Considerations 

TypicaHy, productive activity involves depletion of resources and their 
transformation into a combination of goods for human use and of waste 
returned to the environment. The energy systems based on depletable re
sources are subparts of this main stream of economic activity involving de
pletion and waste. While we do not have the option of abandoning energy 
systems based on depletable resources, we can lessen the gross impact on the 
land in terms of materials extracted and the degradation of the environment 
in terms of pollution and wastc. 

It will usually be appropriate, on both economic and ecological grounds, 
to obtain thc necessary flow of goods with a minimum flow of material into 
waste. The cconomics of materials handling should.nol'mally cause us to be 
as parsimonious as possible with natural rcsources and satisfy our nceds with 
the least possible deranging of the envir011l11cnt. Unfortunately, our economic 
and ecological interests often have not run parallel, especially where technol
ogy has been developed which permits massive disturbance of the environ
ment with no economic penalty to the offender. With greater emphasis Oil 

preserving the environment, these crude techniques could be replaced by 
more careful methods of extracting necessary goods while conserving rc
sources and leaving the land intact. 

It is vital to note, however, that the latter approach is much more demand
ing in terms of scientific and technical knowledge and competency. Its 
success is contingent upon a more vigorous effort to develop the techniques, 
not only to maintain a decent quality of life but to improve the quality of the 
environment. At the same time, we should recognize that our technological 
advances in the past have permitted improvements in this direction. The 
basic shifts from mechanical to chemical industries, the related revolution in 
materials, and the reduced dependence on conventional natural resources 
have helped to make rapid economic growth at least endurable. Without stich 
changes there would undoubtedly have been more massive exploitntlon of 
resources before the growth process ended. By whatever method anclll1al1ner 
choices are made between further growth and protection of the environmcnt, 
it will be easier to carry out if more intricate and sophisticated technologies 
are available to facilitate the transi t ion to new socio-·ecol1o/11 ic nrrnngcl11cll (S. 

The historical pattern of changing frolTl one lllnjof file! SOilrce to illc Il<!X.t 
involved an element of resource conservation made possible by tile c tll1lillll -

ing development of new technology. Reverting IIOW to fllels once stlper-· 
scdecl, or shifting to source materials that nrc less rich or less productive, will 
only increase the strain on resources and the adverse elTeets on the environ
ment. The shiEts from wood to coal and from coal to the hydrocarboll rtlc.ls, 
alth01lgh based primarily on economic elliciency, were also technologically ( 
/nore cHicicnt in terJl1S of resources exploited, labor expended, tInd I,Hld areas 
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amount of resource extracted to provide a unit of useful energy. The follow
ing data on energy obtainable from one short ton ~f source material show the 

-_. prog.ressi-ve-change-from-wood-lo-ut:ani.um-i.ll-sources-of-fueI.,--------

Source Material 

Fuel Wood' 
Coal 
Petroleum ' 
Natural gas 
Uranium oret 

LWR technologyt 
Breeder technology 

• AsslIllli ng VI cord :::: I short Ion. 

Energy Content 
(Btll X lOG/short ton) 

10 
25 
38 
45 

900 
80,000 

't Orc containing 0.2% or 4 Ibs U"O, pcr ShtlrL ton. 

Coal Equivalent 
(Short ton coal = 1.0) 

0.4 
1.0 
1.5 
1.8 

36 
3,200 . 

~ Light water reactors, data reflect losses in conversion and enrichment of nuclear fuels. 

Energy from nuclear fission involves revolutionary technological change, 
but in terms of cconomic efficiency it appears as part of the continuing evolu
tionary change from one fuel source to the next with advantages that are 
authentic but not spectacular. 

In selecting our energy options, the technologies permitting us to use 
energy more efficiently and those making it possible to obtain equivalent 
energy from less resource 'material provide obvious advantages. Nuclear 
fission, even with the technology currently in commercial use, provides the 
opportunity to extract vast amounts of energy from the natural source 
material. The potentialities in changing from the current light water reactors 
to the breeder would minimize the strain on energy resources even more 
spectacularly than a shift from fossil fuels to the present nuclear technology. 

Clearly uranium offers far-reaching advantages measured in terms of the 
physical flow of materials extracted, processed, and consumed. But while 
the same energy is concentrated in smaller amounts of natural resource, the 
material is more difficult to handle and the waste products must be disposed 
of with great care. It follows that the first priority in a civilian nuclear power 
program is to protect the health and safety of the public from the hazards of 
radiation and from the potential risks of nuclear operations. The future of 
nuclear power hinges upon how well we evaluate the hazards, meet the strin
gent technical demands, and accept the discipline associated with the regu
lation and control or highly toxic and dangerous materials. 

Implementing Environmental Policy 

Historically, tile course of energy development has proceeded without ex
plicit long-term national policy direction. Decision-makiilg in the energy 
indust ries was largely market oriented, illcorporating the first-oreler effccts of 
economic activity and ImgcJy ignoring the elTccts not fa ctored into the market 
equatioll. By law and custom, exploiting the bounties or nature has been a 
social PI' 'roga tive, and protecting the environment Icads inevitably to con
niels with traditional economic and social norms. disturb.d. These iuereases in technical ellideney have been reflected in the 'l.~ , 
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------A QGial-r@{) Fi~ntati0n-iItV01ves-n0t-0nly-teehn(:)1(:)gieal-btlHnstitutionall----!--s~l-gn-e~Cl as a statem~nt 0 policy, DUtlt a so outline certain pro.ce ures fo~' al 
change, and we should not be complacent about the problems confronting us agencies of the Federal Governmentto follow. By recel:t court Jnt~rpretatlOns 
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in the energy and environmental fields. The great danger is that we will these directives have taken on great force and reqUlred agencies to make 
underestimate the problems, and overestimate the effort and the cost which careful reappraisals of important programs. The courts have held that spe-
society is willing to bear to achieve results. What we lack most of all is "roorn eifle NEPA procedures are enforceable through suits of interested citizens. 
for maneuver" in dealing with energy and environmental problems. There Citizen litigation ill several cases has been instrumental in forcing Govern-
has been a diminishing flexibility in the system as the development of SOlli e rncllt nnd industry lo consider, or be more sensitive to environn:ental ~eeds. 
energy resources falls behind the growth of demand for the derivative fuels, It h;ls sped the legal process in the envi.ronment~l area by openmg up Issues 
Our continued dependence on these fuels, the inadeq\lacies of technologies to court interpretation. In the process, It has senously delayed the construc-
to control pollution or meet desired standards, and the institutiollal anci 01'- lion of vitrll facilities, cspecially electric power plants, and may contribute 
ganizational obstacles to effective action narrow the field and iimit our to energy shortagcs and other economic disruptions in the near term. 
options. It the forcing of environmental issues continues to be highly dependent 

The enunciation of policies to improve the environment without regard to \lrOn dt.iwn intervention, there is a question of the ability to ~ustain interest 
these limitations becomes little more than a simple expression of goals , The and to support action in the long term. To prevent retrogressIOn there mu~t 
supply problems and the technical deficiencies are probably amcnable to be some reliable method of sustaining interest, and environmental responsI-
solution given sufficient time, but the emerging socialand institutional prob- bility must become an institutional part of the Governmental and industrial 
lems may be very difficult to resolve, The administrative machinery and the organizations. NEPA directives were general in nature, but court interpret a-
analytical tools are not readily available to implement the new environmental tions have required the specific agencies involved to take the lead in formu-
laws on a timcly basis. At least for an interim period there will be conflicts lating new techniques in implementing those parts of the law dealing with 
between economic and environmental objectives. . ff d b 

agency decision-making. The responsibilities of e~ergy ag~nclCs.a ect~ y 
Socio-economic programs have an institutional advantage in that we oper- environmental issues were extended not on the basIs of theIr special deslgna-

ate from a ready-made concept of a healthy economy measured in objective , , . 
tion as environmental experts but in relation to their strategic positions 10 terms such as the level of unemployment, the increase in the Gross National 

Product, and changes in the cost of living. By comparison, environmental licensing or authorizing activities in a specific area of expertise. 
goals are subjective and disputable. We are not used to dealing with nOI1- Under the landmark Calvert Cliffs decision (July 1971), the Atomic 
economic social goals, and our ecological frame-of-reference is too inco\l1- Energy Commission (AEC) becomes responsible not only for radiological 
plete to define goals that are understandable and acceptable to a majority of aspects but for evaluations of the total environmental impact of nuclear 
the population. power plants, including their auxiliary non-nuclear facilities, The AEC is 

The most likely course toward an acceptable public program and effective required to perform an independent balancing of total environmental costs 
environmental protection lies in the development of standards, means of in comparison with benefits of any licensing action. Environment apprais,als 
measurement, and strategies of control devised by Federal environmental are required for all major Federal actions, and this has had a far-reachmg 
agencies and the regional and state pollution abatement organizations. This impact on decision-making in the energy area. 
may be II slow and laborious process as the-agencies are organized and the Other agencies dispensing Federal licenses, permits, or lenses have been 
programs arc devised and implcmented. Therc are advantages, however, in similarly alTected by NEPA procedures. The Fcdenll Power Commission's 
creating new organizations to develop acceptable criteria and find the most licensing by hydro-electric projects and the Department of the Interior's leas-
secure methods of institutionalizing environmental protection. The alternn- ing of geothermal sites and olfshor.e oil prope.rties now requirc, environmcnt,:l 
tive of distributing the administration of environmental law within, the impact statements, and by court IllterprctatlOn, comprehcnslve cost-bencht 
confines of existing organizations, where often there is neither talcnt nor r nnalyses of the proposed project. 
t:nthusiasm for the job, may be a temporary expedient but a long-range im- Court interpretations of new environmcntllJ la\v, arising Oil! of citizen liti-
pediment. Environmental protection is it new s"ciill depnrtul'c, and we ought gation, have tl.!ndl.!d to centcl' decision-making 011 a widl,! range of lIlaltel's ill 

to approach it with the most innovative Bnd rcvolutionary techniques avail- the specific Fedenillicensing agencies. The AEC through its role ill licensing 
nble in ollr social and political ~ystern. lluclear plants becomes the final authority on a wide range of nOll-nuclear 

A new awareness that improving the environment is both desired and matters ranging from thermal effects of plants to the environmental impact 
politically tenable led to an undcrstandable impBtiencc for quick action. This I~ of transmission lines. While the AEC may be readily equipped to deal with 
led to ncw cnvironmentallaws of which the National Environmental Policy this wide range of issues, there arc other jurisdictions (state and locnl) and 
Act of 1969 (NEPA) has had the most dramatic impact. NEPA was de- I other Federal agencies that have regulatory authority in thesc samc meas. 
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This raises probiems not only of duplication but of the potential pre-emption 
amenities," the application of the analysis to specific (individual) plants may 
be very inappropriate. 

____ -----;-_____________________________ I ___ EEmdronmentaLc_on~e-Quences are best observed in a broad setting such as 
nn entire river basin. Especially in power plant siting, regional considerations 
are paramount-both rrom the viewpoint of power production and the burdcn 
of pollution on the quality of air and water. 

of effective control over power programs. 

Policy A fJ{J/'aisal 

. It would be well to takc a cat'efullook at the Federal regulatory processes 
In terms of what the specific laws prescribe, what the regulatory agencies can 
be expected to deliver, and what the citizen gains in terms of health and 
safety, service, and environmental quality. 

Under the Atomic Energy Act, nuclear safety has been, and continues to 
be, the primary concern of the AEC. The public must be assured of protec
tion from harmful radiation, and the risk of nuclear accidents must be re
duced to a minimum. Neither radiation nor threat of nuclear accidents can 
be reduced to zero, but the best· assumed interest of the public in nuclear 
regulation is undoubtedly to make every reasonable effort to approach the 
ideal. The decision to accept any nuclear power must be based on the premise 
that risk of catastrophic portions will be extremely improbable. 

Under NEPA an agency such as the AEC with a specific mission requiring 
unique expertise must now assume a general responsibility in the environ
mental area. Obviously, the mission agencies can be and are being prepared 
to implement the broad provisions of the new laws. They must be equipped, 
as qUIckly as possible, to discharge these new responsibilities in a meaningful 
way, but, at least in some cases, the public may be better served by reserving 
their special expertise for vital specified tasks. 

We should ask ourselves, "What sort of organizations would we devise to 
re~ulate the environmental impact of energy operations if the opportunity 
eXisted to create . such a force? What tools would we expect them to use to 
arrive at their conclusions? And what authority would we want them to have 
to implement and enforce their decisions?" 

The logic that a Federal agency issuing licenses, permits, or leases should 
take account of all potential ramifications of its actions seems unassailable. 
But in a complex industrial society heavily dependent upon specialists nnc! 
specialized groups this may be a questionable procedure. If we force existing 
specialized regulatory authorities to become enmeshed in control e{forts of 
widening responsibility and increasing complexity, the result l11ay simply be 
reduced efficiency and dilution of thcir primary missioll . 

The criteria under NEPA appear to be, at Ollce, too broad and ton nan ow. 
They are too broad in that they severely tax tlt e capacity of regulatory UII ·· 

thorities to deal with the catalog of issues and tlw varlety~ or nlt ('. rw'lh; c ~ 111 
any meaningful way. They are too narrow in nppli c; ation by making tile spe·· 
cifie project under license (or the related object of 11 Federal action) the 
center of analysis. 

Tn following the Court's interpretation of NEPA, the AEC is required to 
make an overall environmental review and benefit-cost analysis on each 
Iluclear plant subject to li cense. Aside frolll doubts relating to the analytical 
technique itself, and the pretensions of putting a price on "environmental 
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Long-range environmental goals are the only really meaningful ones, and 
a plan for improvement or protection will have little meaning unless it can 
consider plant additions as part of an on-going process ofindustrial change. 
It involves complex issues of land use, public acceptance, and the capacity of 
natural environments to tolerate additional loads. 

National power plant siting bills now before Congress are generally de
signed to deal with these complex issues in the context of long-range power 
planning. It may be possible for such legislation to supersede the environ· 
mental reviews on a plant-by-plant basis now required under NEP A. 

This need not interfere with or alter the AEC review for plant safety and 
radiological cffccts which in any case are related more to plant desigri and 
engineering quality and are regulated accordingly. Likewise, the develop
ment of new technology through test facilities or demonstration plants should 
be considered as distinct undertakings unrelated to the complex of commer
cial facilities to serve a market area. The existing industrial order should be 
challenged by new technology, and an innovative society will need to con
tinuously test and try techniques that serve its purposes better, on either 
economic or ecological grounds. 

Consideration should be given to the most appropriate regional grouping 
for energy planning, in general, and power plant siting, in particular. There 
are a few river basin commissions already operating that would seem well 
equipped to assume a central role in the environmental planning process. 
With the expansion of nuclear power, it may be an opportune time to break 
with past institutional arrangements. We need to experiment with new ideas 
in terms of organizing the production and distribution of electric power to 
deal dlectively with environmental impacts. 

There is a danger of falling into undesirable, or at least sub-optimum, 
channels through a series of small decisions when decisive changes are more 
appropriate. Furthermore the environmental impacts and the risks of nuclear 
power cannot be evaluated with every increment of new capacity. We need to 
look at these problems at some stage in the future when nuclear capacity is 
op0U1ting on a large scale. 

As Dr. Alvin Weinberg and others have suggested, we need to visualize 
how the world would look with nuclear power as the dominant energy source. 
We can then begin to comprehend what must be changed to arrive at an 
appropriate configuration of energy usc and pollution control. The problems 
or siting plants in the current institutional and organizational setting may 
prove to be inconsistcnt with IOl1g-term expansion of nuclear power. Aitcrna
tivcs such as the development of "energy parks" described by Dr. Weinberg 
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should be conside 'u_thc_pmc_esLoiJustitutioualizing_ouLenvjronmental_ -+ __ --------.MINERAJ::S-AND~ETAr::~------------
practice. 

Real progress to improve the environment could be advanced if there 
were more provision for experimentation and testing to find new departures 
from undesired trends. Environmental requirements when superimposed on 
existing modes of operation may be burdensome and conflning, but whet) 
introduced in conjunction with new technologies and new organizationnJ nr·· 
rangemcnts environmental objectives may be more cflectivcly accomplished 
and more readily accepted. 
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At the 1970 International Joint Conference on Enviro/lment (lml Society 
ill 'J'I'(I/I.I'ilio/l,1 lite Working Group on Cultivating Resources concluded that 
tile best approach to the problem of environmental quality appears to be the 
c~;l;tblisillnent, on a global basis, of a steady-state ecology approximating a 
closed cycle for nlI resources consumed, that is, for all products, waste prod
tlelS and pollutants. In view of this aim, it should be noted that most metal 
indllstries have long recycled large amounts of scrap~ For example, the steel 
industry uses about 55 million tons of scrap in making 100 million tons of 
raw steel. The proportion of scrap recycled in the production of aluminum, 
copper and a number of other metals is commonly somewhat smaller, though 
very substantial. 

But there are formidable problems in the reuse of scrap metal. One is 
adequate control of its chemical composition. Although scrap that has been 
properly classified can be a valuable source of alloying elements, the pres
ence of some unidentified elements can lead to serious trouble. For example, 
in steelmaking the presence of tin or copper in certain range of composition 
causes brittleness and bad surface conditions. Nickel and tin may not only 
contaminate a heat but may leave a residue ill the furnace which causes prob
lems in later heats. Lead is harmful to furnace refractories. 

Much of the scrap metal is generated during production in such forms as 
the crop ends of blooms, trimmings from flat-rolled product, or product 
which has been damaged in finishing or handling. Segregation of such 
material by composition is usually relatively simple and is under the direct 
control of the producing plant. In the steel industry almost two thirds of the 
scrap used is generated, in this way. 

The rest of the scrap is purchased either from a consumer or from a scrap 
dealer. If the former, the composition is often known, as in the case of trim
mings from an auto body or nircraft plant, whereas scrap purchased from a 
dealer is often of unknown origin and composition. Spot samples can be taken 
for chemical analysis, and there arc many rough checks, such as spark or 
magnetic tests, but these nre not too satisfactory in mnny cases and become 
quite expensive if made in large lluI1lbers, as is desirable when dealing with 
milliollS of' tOIlS of ~uch Il1etitl. The magnitude of the probk11l is well illus
trated by the fact that in the iron and steel industry there l~xist (lVer seventy 
different spcdtications covering various grades 01' scrap to be uscd in cliIl'crl'nt 
operations. 

Another problem is that most metallurgical proccsses arc limited in the 
amount of scrap they can utilize. For example, in making steel the open
heHrth furnace, which lIsed to be favored in this country, call usc from 35 to 
60% scrnp. The basic oxygen process, which is rapidly displacing the open-
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